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Time 
So tris now waneted to be big an pop christal but one 
down fall could be the fall of the wrist now vision 
made of sun but the drama gave it mist now he's
placed 
in a posistion left afflictin what he missed out young 
and money to the right of austria got new kicks don't 
care what it cost him bruh gotta keep fly just to re 
main popular, in the game get more respect on chains 
then spittin brains they see they try to change it up 
but it still remains the same that's why he out here 
grinding to rearange the frames and graphics rap lines
rap around his head in traffic and it all keeps going 
to the point he intact its the same tris that used to 
trace pac and biggie his people lookin low so he said 
fly with me started as a fable belived wasn't able but 
it all changed up day he saw it on the cable. 

Chorus (repeat 2 times)Â– Keep stepping one step at a 
time, keep pushing two steps at a time, keep coasting 
three steps at a time Â– look back at your past and 
youÂ’re grinding just fine.
They love to hate but, he loves to make its so he had 
to let em no that anything he's capable overflow and 
let it go its another show more to blow but now that 
he's cakin friends blow him up about the reason they 
ain't bakin half was mistaken when he took it for the 
taken life was on full then they blew it to the basment 
no foundation had chill dreams of vacations ovr seas
to 
resorts by jamacians competition out the lead got it 
all together coastin through the weather foot on the 
gas never runnin out last cuz the way he livin life so 
fab but he always gotta say that it aint half bad, life 
in the fast got em slomotion bottom from the top its 
all in the potion. 

Chorus (repeat 2 times)Â– Keep stepping one step at a 
time, keep pushing two steps at a time, keep coasting 
three steps at a time Â– look back at your past and 
youÂ’re grinding just fine. 
So he back wit another one shine like another sun got 
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one now he's on his grind for another talkin bout the 
truck but hes 2 doors off that's pushin 3 or 4 coupes 
off the lot and haters want him to stop but he keep on 
pushin. Want him to blow it all but they keep on 
bookin, search for the end they could keep on lookin 
cause its far as they could see like the coast off 
brooklyn grind to shine and shine to grind more he
been 
shinin like the lights been on 4 decades get payed 
manange all the flow. If they got a problem wit it then 
just gotta let em go but he's coastin down the road in 
an 11 gt and all he had to do was be the kid from the b 
the one that ain't trippin ballin mr pippin top floor 
sky scraper still sipin on the lipton 

Chorus (repeat 2 times)Â– Keep stepping one step at a 
time, keep pushing two steps at a time, keep coasting 
three steps at a time Â– look back at your past and 
youÂ’re grinding just fine.
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